Hello higher education heroes- Here’s hoping that each of you are staying safe and sane in these chaotic times; undeniably we continue to persist through the ongoing, dynamic transformation in our lives. Your unrelenting efforts and commitment to students does not go unnoticed! Yet, the work goes on…

With that, we ask CTE Liaisons and/or Academic Senate Presidents complete the following survey (by June 12th, 2020 or heck, why not just do it now?) to gauge local college efforts around responsibilities and support for designated CTE Liaisons.

SURVEY HERE

Please consider submitting an ASCCC Faculty Application for Statewide Service for 2020-2021. The ASCCC is seeking your expertise, leadership, and voice in support of faculty across the system- so what better way than to be involved?

ASCCC Resources:

The Academic Senate held over 100 discipline-specific small group dialogue over the months of April and May. Thirteen Trade Laboratory Modifications for Online Environments were conducted, and the report from the meetings can be accessed here: REPORT: ASCCC Trade Lab CTE Small-Group Discussions

For resources related to the on-going COVID-19 pandemic, visit the ASCCC’s COVID-19 FACULTY RESOURCES

Join various ASCCC listservs to receive newsletters with ongoing updates and information on academic and professional matters!

FYI:

The April ROSTRUM is here- stay current and informed!

Curriculum Institute has gone virtual! Check-out the Curriculum Institute event page and consider sending a team from your college.

The California Community Colleges Chancellor’s Office (CCCCO) is utilizing the Vision Resource Center (https://visionresourcecenter.cccco.edu/) for access to resource documents (this site requires an account and Log In), which include:

*COVID-19 Resources, Tools and Discussion

*Emergency Planning COVID-19 Weekly Webinar, Problem Solving Hard to Convert Courses- webinar conducted May 13th, 2020 Ppt presentation and the associated Q&A documentation
*Ongoing discussion and dialogue in the Vision Resource Center - link to COVID-19 Resources, Tools and Discussion, then link to Instruction, then link to Lab Classes

*FOLLOW numerous Vision Resource Center Communities (Distance Education, Guided Pathways, Open Education and Zero Textbook Cost, general discussion, and more)

We are here for you! Questions, comments, concerns, thoughts and ideas are encouraged and welcomed: info@asccc.org
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